I'm A Train

Very rhythmic, like an express train

(S - up to 144)

Soprano

Alto

Tenor

Bass

Very rhythmic, like an express train

(P - up to 144)

Piano

(For rehearsal only)

* Pronounced "choo-ka", as in "look".
** Close to the "n" quickly throughout.
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THE KING'S SINGERS ANNIVERSARY JUBILEE - SATB
Joong* - Joong - Joong
chooka chooka chook

Joong - Joong - Joong
1. Look at me, I'm a train on a track.
2. Look at me, got-a load on my back.

I'm a train, I'm a

Joong - Joong - Joong
1. Look at me, I'm a train on a track.
2. Look at me, got-a load on my back.

I'm a train, I'm a

Joong - Joong - Joong

Chooka chooka joong-a-joong a-joong

Look at train, I'm a chooka train, yeah.

Joong-a-joong a-joong

Joong-a-joong a-joong

Chooka chooka chook
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me, I'm go-ing some-where, I'm a train, I'm a train, I'm a choo-ka train, yeah._ Look at

train, I'm a choo-ka train, yeah.

train, I'm a choo-ka train, yeah.

train, I'm a choo-ka train, yeah.

train, I'm a choo-ka train, yeah.

train, I'm a choo-ka train, yeah._ Hard _day, hard _day, yes it has.

train, I'm a choo-ka train, yeah._ Hard _day, yes it has been a hard _day, yes it has.

train, I'm a choo-ka train. Been a hard _day, yes it has been a hard _day, yes it has.

train, I'm a choo-ka train. Been a hard _day, yes it has been a hard _day. I'm a
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I'm a train, I'm a chooka train, chooka train,
I'm a chooka train, I'm a train, I'm a chooka train, chooka train,
I'm a chooka train, I'm a train, I'm a chooka train, chooka train,
I'm a chooka train, I'm a chooka train, I'm a train, I'm a chooka train, chooka train,
I'm a chooka train, I'm a chooka train, I'm a train, I'm a chooka train, chooka train,
I'm a chooka train, I'm a chooka train, I'm a train, I'm a chooka train, chooka train,
I'm a chooka train, I'm a chooka train, I'm a train, I'm a chooka train, chooka train,
I'm a chooka train, I'm a chooka train, I'm a train, I'm a chooka train, chooka train,
I'm a chooka train, I'm a chooka train, I'm a train, I'm a chooka train, chooka train,
I'm a chooka train, I'm a chooka train, I'm a train, I'm a chooka train, chooka train,
I'm a chooka train, I'm a chooka train, I'm a train, I'm a chooka train, chooka train,
I'm a chooka train, I'm a chooka train, I'm a train, I'm a chooka train, chooka train,
I'm a chooka train, I'm a chooka train, I'm a train, I'm a chooka train, chooka train,
I'm a chooka train, I'm a chooka train, I'm a train, I'm a chooka train, chooka train,
I'm a chooka train, I'm a chooka train, I'm a train, I'm a chooka train, chooka train,
I'm a chooka train, I'm a chooka train, I'm a train, I'm a chooka train, chooka train,
I'm a chooka train, I'm a chooka train, I'm a train, I'm a chooka train, chooka train,
I'm a chooka train, I'm a chooka train, I'm a train, I'm a chooka train, chooka train,
I'm a chooka train, I'm a chooka train, I'm a train, I'm a chooka train, chooka train,
I'm a chooka train, I'm a chooka train, I'm a train, I'm a chooka train, chooka train,
I'm a chooka train, I'm a chooka train, I'm a train, I'm a chooka train, chooka train,
I'm a chooka train, I'm a chooka train, I'm a train, I'm a chooka train, chooka train,
I'm a chooka train, I'm a chooka train, I'm a train, I'm a chooka train, chooka train,
I'm a chooka train, I'm a chooka train, I'm a train, I'm a chooka train, chooka train,
I'm a chooka train, I'm a chooka train, I'm a train, I'm a chooka train, chooka train,
I'm a chooka train, I'm a chooka train, I'm a train, I'm a chooka train, chooka train,
I'm a chooka train, I'm a chooka train, I'm a train, I'm a chooka train, chooka train,
I'm a chooka train, I'm a chooka train, I'm a train, I'm a chooka train, chooka train,
I'm a chooka train, I'm a chooka train, I'm a train, I'm a chooka train, chooka train,
I'm a chooka train, I'm a chooka train, I'm a train, I'm a chooka train, chooka train,
I'm a chooka train, I'm a chooka train, I'm a train, I'm a chooka train, chooka train,
I'm a chooka train, I'm a chooka train, I'm a train, I'm a chooka train, chooka train,
I'm a chooka train, I'm a chooka train, I'm a train, I'm a chooka train, chooka train,
I'm a chooka train, I'm a chooka train, I'm a train, I'm a chooka train, chooka train,
I'm a chooka train, I'm a chooka train, I'm a train, I'm a chooka train, chooka train,
I'm a chooka train, I'm a chooka train, I'm a train, I'm a chooka train, chooka train,
I'm a chooka train, I'm a chooka train, I'm a train, I'm a chooka train, chooka train,
I'm a chooka train, I'm a chooka train, I'm a train, I'm a chooka train, chooka train,
I'm a chooka train, I'm a chooka train, I'm a train, I'm a chooka train, chooka train,
I'm a chooka train, I'm a chooka train, I'm a train, I'm a chooka train, chooka train,
I'm a chooka train, I'm a chooka train, I'm a train, I'm a chooka train, chooka train,
I'm a chooka train, I'm a chooka train, I'm a train, I'm a chooka train, chooka train,
I'm a chooka train, I'm a chooka train, I'm a train, I'm a chooka train, chooka train,
I'm a chooka train, I'm a chooka train, I'm a train, I'm a chooka train, chooka train,
I'm a chooka train, I'm a chooka train, I'm a train, I'm a chooka train, chooka train,
I'm a chooka train, I'm a chooka train, I'm a train, I'm a chooka train, chooka train,
I'm a chooka train, I'm a chooka train, I'm a train, I'm a chooka train, chooka train,
I'm a chooka train, I'm a chooka train, I'm a train, I'm a chooka train, chooka train,
I'm a chooka train, I'm a chooka train, I'm a train, I'm a chooka train, chooka train,
I'm a chooka train, I'm a chooka train, I'm a train, I'm a chooka train, chooka train,
I'm a chooka train, I'm a chooka train, I'm a train, I'm a chooka train, chooka train,
I'm a chooka train, I'm a chooka train, I'm a train, I'm a chooka train, chooka train,
I'm a chooka train, I'm a chooka train, I'm a train, I'm a chooka train, chooka train,
I'm a chooka train, I'm a chooka train, I'm a train, I'm a chooka train, chooka train,
I'm a chooka train, I'm a chooka train, I'm a train, I'm a chooka train, chooka train,
I'm a chooka train, I'm a chooka train, I'm a train, I'm a chooka train, chooka train,
I'm a chooka train, I'm a chooka train, I'm a train, I'm a chooka train, chooka train,
I'm a chooka train, I'm a chooka train, I'm a train, I'm a chooka train, chooka train,
I'm a chooka train, I'm a chooka train, I'm a train, I'm a chooka train, chooka train,
I'm a chooka train, I'm a chooka train, I'm a train, I'm a chooka train, chooka train,
I'm a chooka train, I'm a chooka train, I'm a train, I'm a chooka train, chooka train,
I'm a chooka train, I'm a chooka train, I'm a train, I'm a chooka train, chooka train,
I'm a chooka train, I'm a chooka train, I'm a train, I'm a chooka train, chooka train,
I'm a chooka train, I'm a chooka train, I'm a train, I'm a chooka train, chooka train,
I'm a chooka train, I'm a chooka train, I'm a train, I'm a chooka train, chooka train,
I'm a chooka train, I'm a chooka train, I'm a train, I'm a chooka train, chooka train,
I'm a chooka train, I'm a chooka train, I'm a train, I'm a chooka train, chooka train,
I'm a chooka train, I'm a chooka train, I'm a train, I'm a chooka train, chooka train,
I'm a chooka train, I'm a chooka train, I'm a train, I'm a chooka train, chooka train,
I'm a chooka train, I'm a chooka train, I'm a train, I'm a chooka train, chooka train,
I'm a chooka train, I'm a chooka train, I'm a train, I'm a chooka train, chooka train,
I'm a chooka train, I'm a chooka train, I'm a train, I'm a chooka train, chooka train,
I'm a chooka train, I'm a chooka train, I'm a train, I'm a chooka train, chooka train,
I'm a chooka train, I'm a chooka train, I'm a train, I'm a chooka train, chooka train,
I'm a chooka train, I'm a chooka train, I'm a train, I'm a chooka train, chooka train,
I'm a chooka train, I'm a chooka train, I'm a train, I'm a chooka train, chooka train,
I'm a chooka train, I'm a chooka train, I'm a train, I'm a chooka train, chooka train,
I'm a chooka train, I'm a chooka train, I'm a train, I'm a chooka train, chooka train,
I'm a chooka train, I'm a chooka train, I'm a train, I'm a chooka train, chooka train,
I'm a chooka train, I'm a chooka train, I'm a train, I'm a chooka train, chooka train,
I'm a chooka train, I'm a chooka train, I'm a train, I'm a chooka train, chooka train,
I'm a chooka train, I'm a chooka train, I'm a train, I'm a chooka train, chooka train,
I'm a chooka train, I'm a chooka train, I'm a train, I'm a chooka train, chooka train,
Look at me, I'm a tray-een.

Look at me.


*In ms. 21-27 the singers can point to one another as the text suggests.
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train. Look at me, look at me. I'm s
chooka chooka chooka chooka chooka chooka chook

chooka chooka chooka chooka chook: look at him.
chooka chooka chooka chooka chooka chook:

chook chooka chooka chooka chook: look at him.
chooka chooka chooka chooka chooka chook:

train, I'm a train.
I'm a

train. he's a train. chooka chooka chooka chooka chooka chooka chooka

train, he's a train. choooka chook choo chooka chooka chook: chooka chooka

train, he's a train. chooka chooka chooka chooka chooka chooka chooka

train, he's a train. Choook chooka choook chooka choook chooka choook

Soprano can make train actions)
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train, I'm a choo-cha train, yeah... Going down to the break-er's yard, I'm a train, I'm a train, I'm a choo-cha train, yeah... 

train, I'm a choo-cha train, yeah... Going down to the break-er's yard, I'm a train, I'm a train, I'm a choo-cha train, yeah... 

train, I'm a choo-cha train, yeah... Going down to the break-er's yard, I'm a train, I'm a train, I'm a choo-cha train, yeah... 

train, I'm a choo-cha train, yeah... Going down to the break-er's yard, I'm a train, I'm a train, I'm a choo-cha train. Been a 

train, I'm a choo-cha train, yeah... Going down to the break-er's yard, I'm a train, I'm a train, I'm a choo-cha train. Been a 

hard, hard, hard, hard, yes it has. 

hard, hard, hard, hard, yes it has. I'm a 

hard, hard, hard, hard, yes it has. 

hard, hard, hard, hard, yes it has. I'm a choo-cha train, I'm a 

hard, hard, hard, hard, yes it has. I'm a train, I'm a choo-cha train, I'm a choo-cha train, I'm a
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Tempo I

I'm a choo-ka train, I'm a choo-ka train, I'm a choo-ka train. I'm a choo-ka train.
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Sing 3 times
2nd and 3rd time dim.

train, I'm a train,

Sing 3 times
2nd and 3rd time dim.

I'm a choo choo train, I'm a
train, I'm a train, I'm a choo choo train, I'm a

Sing 3 times
2nd and 3rd time dim.

I'm a choo choo train, I'm a
train, I'm a train, I'm a choo choo train, I'm a

Sing 3 times
2nd and 3rd time dim.

I'm a choo choo train, I'm a
train, I'm a train, I'm a choo choo train, I'm a

Play 3 times!
2nd and 3rd time dim.

train, I'm a train, I'm a choo choo train, I'm a choo choo train, I'm a

train, I'm a train, I'm a choo choo train, I'm a choo choo train, I'm a

train, I'm a train, I'm a choo choo train, I'm a choo choo train, I'm a

train, I'm a train, I'm a choo choo train, I'm a choo choo train, I'm a
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